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Grow Your Expertise! 
In order to secure the high-speed networks needed to keep pace with today's market, 
you need to ensure your best-of-breed inline threat prevention tools are working optimally and you can 
do that with the GigaSECURE Security Delivery Platform. To optimize this platform within your business 
and ensure the smooth adoption of technology, you will need formal training provided by Gigamon's 
exclusive Authorized Training Partner in EMEA, Fast Lane Consulting and Education Services. 

The following training programs will boost your Gigamon product expertise, helping you more 
effectively design, deploy and troubleshoot the Gigamon security solutions. This means faster 
deployment, better adoption of technology and therefore improved ROI. 

Gigamon Training Classes: 

Gigamon Foundation: Learn the Essentials to Start on the Road to Success 
Delegates will learn how to initially deploy Gigamon products on to the network, how to create and work with flow maps 
which will ensure your tools get just the right data they need to run optimally. 

Designing and Implementing the Gigamon InLine Bypass Threat Prevention Solution: Take Your Skills to the Next Level 
Delegates will learn how to design and implement security solutions using classic inline bypass, flexible inline 
arrangements and inline SSL. 

Gigamon Certified Professional Boot Camp: Advanced Skills for True Professionals 
Link to the Gigamon Certified Professional Exam Upon completion, delegates will be ready to design and implement the 
GigaSECURE Security Delivery Platform pervasively across their physical and virtual data centers. The class helps 
delegates prepare for the Gigamon Certified Professional exam, recently launched by Gigamon. 

Fast Lane provide private and public classes through the following modalities: classroom, online, onsite at your location 
or FLEX (combination of classroom and virtual). We are also able to tailor the content and adapt for specific customer 
deployments where required. 

Payment can be made by either using the Gigamon Education Vouchers which have been purchased through the 
Gigamon channel, or directly with Fast Lane.

Please contact Jason Coleman & Jennie Burley at gigamon@flane.co.uk for further assistance. 

Call - + 44 (0) 1628 564300
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